
 
Q1:  What area are you from?   

 Comment:  This is a cut and dried question that shows how many from each area responded. 
 
Q2:  Did you like the new hotel accommodations?  Remove "new" from this question, unless you intend to change to a 
different hotel next year.   

 Request that more double beds and rooms can be made available?   
 Distribute a list of all officials and liaisons be distributed to those who will be attending state.  This will help people 

coordinate rooms and minimize the cost of getting a single room.  
 A suggestion was made to see if hotels would comp rooms for officials like they do at Club tournaments.  Is this possible?  

Is there a connection with Club officials that are also CVOA members that could shed light on this and offer some 
suggestions? 

 
Q3:  Did you like the banquet food menu?       

 Can the teams be seated together for the banquet?  Very little time is available during the tournament to meet and 
talk.  This gives everyone a chance to communicate and get to know each other before the matches begin.  This is 
especially important for the newbies.   The seating seemed confusing for some.   

 Comments:  All comments were positive.  Please offer salad.   
   

Q4:  Did you like the State Tournament Gift?   
 We all felt the newbies should still receive the lanyard and garment bag.  Give the State gift for that year to the returning 

officials only to help minimize expense and to reduce the large number of gifts the newbies receive.  
 A practical gift would be a new Officials game bag.  The last one was given in 2012 and they are in poor condition from 

the years of use.  
 Comment:  Would the company that makes the “State Pins” that are for sale at the t-shirt table on the concourse be 

willing to offer officials the pins at a lower cost?  Many get them every year as a memento to add to their bags.   
  
Q5:  Was the length of the clinic appropriate?    

 Assume that the officials are reading the information you are presenting to them prior to clinic.  Don’t waste time going 
over in.  Trust that the officials have read what you sent them.   

 Use a Microphone!  Several comments about not being able to hear.   
 Having Bruce and officers walk the aisle helped keep the side talk at bay.  

  
Q6:   Was the clinic material relevant & inclusive?   

 Email the info the officials need and allow them to print it and bring it if it isn't being handed out at the clinic.  People like 
to have the paper to reference and refresh throughout the tourney.  They don't like to have to rely on memory when 
trying to find info and resources quickly.     

 Make sure the info given at State is specific to the State Tournament.  Remove the extra material that is not specific to 
the tournament.  If it is important for officials to know, include it in the material handed out prior to the tournament and 
reiterate that they need to review it prior to coming to State.    

 Remind officials that this is a once in a lifetime event for many of the players.  Don't micromanage and nit-pick at this 
stage of the game.  Roger always made this point and it is always a great reminder. “Put the ego’s in the pocket!” 

 Inform officials when there are changes to the enforcement of rules or policy so that all officials are on the same page 
going into the State games.   

  
Q7:  Did the official's handbook have all necessary information for you to do your job? 

 Please list officials alphabetically by first name.  This makes it easier to find them and not everyone knows each officials 
full name, especially newbies.   

 Review the Ground rules page and make sure it is updated.  Include Lineman’s duties and protocol.   
  
Q8:  Was the dress code appropriate for the clinic, banquet and state tournament? 

 Yes.  Be specific so people know what to expect.  Don't leave it open for interpretation.   
  
Q9:  Did you like the classifications you were assigned to work?  (1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, 5A)   

 Respect what people request to ensure that they are comfortable and able to do a great job.  Being caught off guard with 
classifications they have never worked can be very unnerving.   

 Are Coaches opinions taken into account with assigning?  Are they given a survey that would offer insight into addressing 
issues with official assignments at the State Tournament? 

 



Q10:  Did you feel you were qualified for the classification you were assigned to work?  
 All respondents gave a “yes” answer.  Some voiced that they were nervous.  Another had concerns about dealing with 

difficult coaches.   
 Committee question:  Are officials being put into classifications they are not used to working?  Is this fair to the officials 

or the teams? 
  
Q11:  Did you feel the number of matches you were assigned per day was appropriate?    

 Comments:  Not really.  Can they get the same number of games and only work Thursday/Friday or Friday/Saturday.  7 
matches in 3 days makes for a lot of down time and use of PTO.   

 
Q12:  Did you like the overall schedule format? 

 Comments:  Having the schedules ahead of time was a huge benefit.  Please continue to offer this. 
  
Q13:  Did your officiating team have continuity? 

 Comments:  Officials preferred sitting at the banquet with their teams so they could meet/communicate before working 
together.  

 Be mindful of putting too many strong personalities together on one team to avoid unnecessary fireworks.  
  
Q14:  Did you like the way the officiating crews were grouped together?   

 Comments:  (As a committee, we didn’t know how they were grouped together)   
 It is nice to be able to engage with the newbies.   

 
Q15:  Did you like the new 3 day format?  REMOVE THIS QUESTION.  IT IS IRRELEVANT NOW. 
 
Q16:  What did you like best about the State Tournament?   

 I think this one lends itself to be read in detail.  It is always helpful to see what works for the officials. 
 
 
Q17:  If you could change something at the tournament, what would it be?   

 Comments: Find out why veterans are not returning to State.  Send out a survey or make personal calls in order to 
ascertain if there is anything that can be addressed to help remedy this problem.   

 Can officials attend Thursday/Friday or Friday/Saturday in order to reduce expenses, not sit idle for long periods of time 
and reduce taking as much PTO.  

 Can the clinic be conducted via video? Is this something officials could focus on more without the distraction of side talk 
and other distractions at the clinic?  

       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


